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Abstract  

In the era of 4.0 technology, robotic arms 

are becoming more and more popular in modern 
industries. Therefore, the research and simulation of 

robotic arms mean a lot in improving the efficiency of 

using this tool in all sectors. This paper mainly deals 

with robot arm modeling for industrial polishing 

applications. We introduce the simulation of 

dynamics and kinematics model of multiple degrees 

of freedom robotic arm based on the Matlab tool and 

Robotics platform. From this model, we analyze the 

forward kinematics of the multi-step free controller 

and calculate the angle of the robot arm's joints 

based on the inverse kinematic model, thus deducing 
the controller's dynamics solution. The test results 

demonstrate the simulation method's effectiveness, 

thereby providing a potential basis for industrial 

applications, ensuring product quality, improving 

productivity, and labor efficiency. 
 

Keywords  — Robotic arm control, Industrial 

applications,  Modeling,  Matlab/Robotics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, along with the development of information 

technology and mechanics, robots have become more 

widely used in all production processes, improving 
manufacturing efficiency, increasing productivity, 

enhancing working conditions, and accelerating 

industrial automation [1], [2]. The robotic arm has 

also been widely used in the medical [3] field, 

besides its applications in high temperature, high 

pressure, dust, noise, radiation, and polluted 

environments. Additionally, robotic arms are used in 

the automotive industry for welding, painting, 

loading, and unloading [4]. Moreover, the robot arm 

can also replace workers in harsh environments, 

replace human labor who do heavy, monotonous, and 

repetitive work, improve labor productivity, and 
ensure product quality. Its applications have been 

extended to space exploration, marine bed research, 

nuclear science research, or automated medicine 

operations. Therefore, it can be confirmed that the 

robotic arm is a key technology in automatic control 

and has become an important part of modern 

industrial systems [5]. The robotic arm contains an 

operator, a controller, a servo drive system, detection, 

and sensors. This is a type of automated production 

equipment with human-like features, automatic 

control, reprogramming, and completing various 

operations in three dimensions. Nowadays, the 
industrial robot arm is used in manufacturing and is 

usually driven in an open loop, which means the 

position trajectory and the speeds are calculated only 

once and then executed by the robot arm. There is no 

adjustment in operation. To perform the tasks 

correctly, a closed-loop controller is required. The 

sensor will measure the errors between the target and 

current position, calculate and execute the new 

trajectory and velocity, and then modify the next 

control command [6]. In the study of Mohammed 

Abu Qassem et al. [9], Matlab/Simulink was used as 
a tool to test the motion properties of the AL5B 

Robot arm. A robot model will be developed; 

"Jacobian" forward, inverse, velocity motion, and 

path planning problems will be performed and tested. 

The author studied Matlab's tools to simulate robot 

control systems in the industry. The simulation will 

help the test process save on initial investment as 

well as avoid unnecessary risks. It is also a useful 

tool for training and scientific research in robotics, 

automation, and control. It can be seen that domestic 

research on the mechanical arm started relatively late, 

and the technology in automation control is not 
advanced. Current robotic arm control systems 

typically use single-core processors and electrical 

equipment for control. The system performance is 

relatively stable, but the architecture of single-core 

processors and complex instruction systems results in 

slow performance and limited processing power. 

Therefore, in this paper, we set up the robotic arm's 

mathematical description to model the dynamics and 

dynamics. On this basis, we propose a plan for arms 

control planning—robots for industrial polishing 

applications. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The 

second section simulates a robot arm using the 

Robotics toolkit. The dynamic and kinetic modeling 

of the robot arm will be discussed in the third section. 

Finally, the fourth section is the conclusion of this 

paper. 

II. SIMULATION OF ROBOT ARM 

The degree of freedom is an essential technical 

indicator of the robot, determined by its structure and 

closely related to its flexibility. In general, the more 

http://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/IJECE/paper-details?Id=364
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degrees of freedom the robot is, the more flexible and 

close to a human it is, but the more degrees of 

freedom, the more complex the structure. As shown 

in Figure 1, we present the robot model with six 

degrees of freedom. All joints that are rotated, joints 
2, 3, and 4, are in the same plane, and the last three 

joint axes of the model intersect at one point. 

 
Fig 1: Model of 6 degrees of freedom robot with 

the reference coordinate system on each coupling 

This simulation focuses on handling the robot's 

trajectory and control force when the robot arm 

encounters the environment's problems. Therefore, 

the first stage aims to design a polishing robot based 

on a multi-degree robotic arm and perform kinetic 
analysis to establish the robot's forward and reverse 

equations. In this study, we use Matlab for 3D 

modeling and dynamic analysis, and mechanical 

mechanisms are used to simulate and analyze 

robotics dynamics. 

In this study, we also use Robotics tools [7]. These 

are tools that support the modeling functions of many 

different robot models. These tools also provide 

inverse kinetics and robot motion modeling, dynamic 

solution functions, including Cartesian space and 

shared space. In Figure 2, we present the simulation 

model established by the Matlab/Robotics toolkit. 

 
Fig 2: Simulate robotic arm using Robotics 

toolkit 

The mechanical three-degree robot model is built 

on Simulink/SimMechanics simulation software to 

simulate the robot in a realistic control environment. 

The outputs are the coupling angle, the angular 
velocity, and the vector angular acceleration; The 

sensor output is the x, y, z position coordinates in the 

Cartesian coordinate system at the end of the arm. 

The jacobian control model uses the output matching 

angle variable as the Jacobian matrix's feedback, 

gives real-time matching variables, and calculates the 

match position at the next time based on the current 

matching variables. As illustrated in Figure 3, the 

general robot trajectory is calculated using Jacobian 

matrices. T2 is the desired trajectory; T1 is the actual 

spatial position of the returned joint position. The 
robot's general control trajectory is obtained using the 

Jacobian matrix through the error between the actual 

line and the line desire. 

 

 
Fig 3: Robot's path control model based on the Jacobian matrix 

III. DYNAMISM MODELING AND KINETICS 

OF A ROBOT ARM 

A. Kinetics Model 
To realize industrial robot control for 

polishing, it is necessary to set the robot arm's 

kinematic model. The kinetic description of the robot 

establishes the variable relationship between the 

coordinate axes of each coupling. Here, D-H 

parameters are used to describe the connection of 

each joint of the robot [8]. The D-H method uses four 

parameters to determine the connecting rod (i) with a 

connecting rod (i-1). In this paper, we also use 

transformation matrices, D-H parameter description, 

and simple robot bonding expression. As shown in 

Figure 1, the spatial position relationship between 

two adjacent robot coupling and coordinates is 

defined on each coupling. After setting the coordinate 

system of each link of the robot, the change matrix 
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between the two adjacent joints' coordinate systems is 

indicated by the parameters D-H. 

Assuming that the robot system has five degrees of 

freedom, based on the transformation matrix Ai(i = 1, 

2, ..., 5) described by the symbol D-H, we can obtain 
the state posture. End of the robot using the robot's 

coupling values and bar length parameters. 

                       1 2 3 4 5

R

HA A A A A T                      (1) 

The transformation matrix Ai(i = 1, 2, ..., 5) of 

robot is: 
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Solving the above equation, we obtain the solution 

of the kinetic equation: 
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The inverse kinetic problem of the corresponding 

coupling variable is reversed from the position of a 
known robot terminal, and equation (1) can be 

converted to: 
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According to the calculation and transformation of 

the matrix A, the inverse kinetic equation's solution 

can be obtained by (6). 
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There are two problems in the motion dynamics of 
industrial polishing robots: one is to solve the 

kinetics of polishing motion points by adjusting the 

different joint rotation angles. Another way is to 

show the end position of the batting action point, and 

the robot is required to follow a certain path. Then, 

constraints are obtained when solving the inverse 

kinetics problem at a given location. Kinetics solves 

the problem by calculating the position and direction 

in Cartesian coordinates by the kinematics and spatial 
coordinates of a given coupling. Robotics Toolbox 

supports modeling functions for various robots, 

providing forward and reverse robot motion and 

motion solution functions, including Cartesian space 

and spatial orbital planning. It supports both standard 

D-H systems and revision systems. The simulation 

test results of the robot kinetic model are shown in 

Fig 4. 

 
Fig 4: Results of robot kinetic simulation 

B. Dynamic Model 

If external disturbances such as friction are 

not taken into account, the kinematic equation of the 

n degrees of freedom controller is: 

         ,M q q h q q G q              (7) 

Where M(q) is the positive inertia matrix, 

 ,h q q is the centrifugal force, and the Coriolis 

force vector, G(q) is the gravity vector, q is the joint 

position, and  is the joint torque. 

An example of the two-degree-of-freedom 

operator model in the plane, supposing that we have a 

stiff arm with both joints being a swivel, and each 

joint's mass is concentrated at the end of the joint. 

The two joints' mass is m1 and m2, respectively; the 

lengths are l1 and l2, respectively; the matching angle 

is  1 2

T
q    and the matching moment is 

 1 2

T
   . The dynamic equation for a machine 

operating two degrees of freedom is: 
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In the Cartesian coordinate system, when the arm's 
end comes in contact with the outside, the arm, and 

the outside will create a mutual force Fe. To maintain 

arm balance, a certain driving torque must be applied 

to each joint 
T

eJ F  . J is the Jacobian matrix. The 

Cartesian force acting at the end of the arm can be 

mapped to an equivalent joint torque. On exposure to 

the medium, the kinetic equation of the actuator is: 

           ,
T

e
M q q h q q G q J F           (9) 

Forward dynamics are used to calculate joint 

acceleration based on a given joint position, velocity, 

and moment. The integral speed and the 

position/angle of the joint can be calculated based on 
this. Inverse dynamics are the calculation of joint 

torque through joint position, velocity, and 

acceleration information. The torque required for 

each joint can reach the expected position, speed, and 

acceleration. Inverse kinetics are calculated by 

Newton's Euler method. Computing the inverse 

kinetics requires understanding each joint's inertial, 

mass, and kinetic parameters and expanding the 

matrix that describes each joint's kinetics by adding 

mass and inertia parameters. The simulation test 

results of the dynamic model are shown in Figure 5. 

 
Fig 5: Results of the simulation of the dynamic 

model on Matlab 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Currently, a robotic arm system can provide 

greater reliability in polishing workpieces and smart 

manufacturing. In this article, we discussed the use of 

robotic automation systems instead of manual 

operations for polishing. Researchers have presented 

different methods for integrating information 

technology and manufacturing technology to adapt to 

global manufacturing markets growing competition. 

This paper investigated a multidimensional robotic 

arm, and the standard D-H modeling method was 

used to model the mechanical arm of this study. The 

robot controller dynamics and dynamics are then 

analyzed and simulated in the Matlab/Simulink 

environment with the Robotics toolkit. In the future, 
we will study the creation of robotic trajectories and 

control forces in industrial applications. 
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